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The electromagnetic field due to an electric doublet moving uni
formly in a direction perpendicular to its axis or in a direction of its 
axis has already been examined by Prof. T. Mizuno1 as an application 
of the Principle of ,Relativity. Six years ago the writer2 derived the 
generalized Lorentz-Einstein transformation equations and noticed that 
they would have an important bearing on problems concerning motions 
whose directions are not confined in one of the coordinate axes. The 
field due to an electric doublet moving in any direction with a con
stant velocity is easily obtain<::d by making use of the generalized 
transformation equations. 

As is well known, the electric force E and the magnetic force 
H, due to a stationary electric doublet, are given by 

where rJ) is the electric moment of the doublet, s 1 the unit vecter along 
its axis, and r the radius vector of any point drawn from its centre. 

If the doublet is in motion with ·a constant velocity v with respect 
to a stationary system, and if we consider a moving system, at whose 
origin the doublet is situated, the electric and magnetic forces measured 
in the moving system are given by 

{j)I 3 (/JI 
E' = -? s/ +~ r'(si'r'), H' = o. (2) 

t Mem. Col. Sci. Eng. Kyoto Imp. Univ., 2, 157 (1909). 

Ibid. 3, 103 (19u). 
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If the two systems coincide at the time t=t' =O, we have 

where 

and v 1 is the unit vector along v, c being the velocity of light in 
vacuum. 

Multiplying v scalarly and vectorially to (3) and putting 

r-vt= R, 
we get 

{ 
(vr') = r(vR), 

[vr'] = [vr] = [vR]. 

Consequently (3) may be written 

or 
r'= R+(r- 1)v1(v1R), 

r'= rR+(r-1) [v1[v1R]]. 

Squaring the last equation we have 

where R1 is the unit vector along R. 

Similarly putting 

we obtain 

and consequently 

s-vt =·S, 

(4) 

Cs) 
(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(II) 

r'(sr')= {R+ (r - 1)v1(v1R)}{(SR) + ( ~ )2CvR)(vS)}. (1 2) 

By the aid of equations (9), _(11) and (12), the equation (2) may 

be written 

E'= r5R5(r-f?~[viRi]")6f" [3{(SR) +(: )\vR)(vS)}R 

- r2 R2( r - i9'[ v 1R1]2)S 

H' = o, 

+ 3(r- 1)(v1R){(SR)+ ( ~ )2CvR)(~S)}v1 

- (r- 1)r2R2(v1S){ r -/32
[ v1R1]2}v1], 
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because it is well known that the electric charge e is an invariant 
quantity. 

If we use 0, <p, 'P to express angles between the radius vector R 
and the velocity v, the axis of the doublet S and the velocity v, and 
the radius vector R and the axis of the doublet S, respectively, and 
moreover if we denote by <P the electric moment of the doublet meas
ured in the stationary system, the above expressions take the form 

E'= 3R3( ~2 • 20)61.,[3{(1-/32)costp+/32 cosOcos¢}R1 
7 I- Slll " 

- ( I -/32 sin20) S1 

+ (r- r) {3( 1 -/32
) cos O cos 'P + 2/32 cos20 cos if, 

-( I -/32
) cos if,} V1], 

H'=o. 

Substituting these values in the transformation equations .of the 
electric and magnetic forces, namely 

we get 

E= 

{

E =r{E'- : [vH'J}-cr-1)v1Cv1E'), · 

H =r{H' + : [vE'] }-<r- 1) vi(v1H'), 

fP( I -{1
2
) [ {( Q2) Q2 (} } 

R3( ft . "fJ)5'2 3 I - /-' cos 'P + t' cos cos "' R1 1 - ·sm 

-(1 -{12 sin20) Si], 

H fPp(1-/32) [~{( a2) a2 o "} . 0 R * (13) = R3( 1 _ /32sin"0)6'2 J I - t' cos 'P + t' cos cos '{1 sm 1 

where R1* and S1 * are the unit vectors along the directions [ v1R1] 

and [ v1S1] respectively. These are the electric and magnetic forces 
due to an electric doublet moving uniformly in any direction. It is 
interesting to note that the electric force E may be considered as made 
up of two vectors, one in the direction of the axis of the doublet and 
the other in the direction radial from the centre of the doublet. The 
electric force is wholly independent of the vector v1. 

Now let us apply the above results to the following special cases: 
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( i ) The doublet is moving along its axis. 

In this case, since <f=o and 8=<p, equations (13) reduce to 

= R3( I - {32sin2,{})5/2 3 cos 1- I - I' sm ; i , ! E {J)( I - {3
2
) [ {} R ( (./2 • 2{}\ S J 

H - fP(3( I -(i·) [ {} . {) R *] 
- R3( I -{i2sintfl)5'2 3 cos sm i . 

If we take the axis of the doublet as the z-axis we get the following 
scalar equations 

_ 3 fP( I -(32)XZ 
E,,- R5(r -{l"sin28)51P 

_ 3{J)(1-(32)YZ 
Ev- R"( I ~ f3Jsin28)512 ' 

where 
R 2 =X'+ Y 2 +Z2. 

(ii) The doublet is moving perpendicularly to its axis. 

In this case, since <f =11:/2, we get 

{ 

E _ {/}( I - (3
2
) [ ( (./2) R ( (./2 • 2f1) S J 

- R3(1-f3'sin2fJ)5/2 3 I-" COS<p 1- I-"sm 1' 

fP {i( I - {i2
) , • * 2 • 2 * H = ~.---~ c;-;-.,- [3(1 - r.i-) cos <p sm fJ Ri -(1-(3 sm 0) S1 ]. 

R·'( I - (3-sm·0)612 I' 

Hence, if the axis of the doublet be taken as the z-axis as before 
and the direction of motion as the .i--axis, we obtain 

_ 3 {J)( I - {32
/ XZ 

E,,- Ro( I - {32sin28)512 , 

- 3 {J)(I - (32)2 YZ 
Ey- Ro(I -(3'sin28)s,2' 

_ 3 {J)( I -/32)22 2 rfl( I - {32
) 

E.- R 5( I - {32sin20)5N R3( I - {32sin2d)3l2 ' 

H,,~o, 


